How To...
Paper Circles

Materials
1 sheet of 8.5”x11” paper
Scissors

Procedure

CREATE A PAPER CIRCLE LARGE ENOUGH TO WALK THROUGH!

1. Fold sheet of paper in half lengthwise
2. Position scissors along fold about 1/4 inch from edge of paper
3. Cut from fold to just before unfolded edge
4. Position scissors along unfolded edge of paper about 1/4 inch from previous cut
5. Cut from unfolded edge of paper to just before fold
6. Repeat steps 2 through 5 until 1/4 inch from opposite end of paper
7. Make sure that last cut is from folded to unfolded edge
8. Cut on fold from after first cut to before first cut. DO NOT CUT FIRST OR LAST FOLD
9. Unfold finished paper circle